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Abstract

The coronavirus (Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2) pandemic is the biggest public health crisis since this millennium. To end this public 
health crisis, vaccine development is the key for Covid-19 restriction. The association between Covid-19 mortality, vaccine develop-
ment and emergency capability plays key role. Viral diagnosis, pathology, fatality and vaccine development requires useful biomedi-
cal and emergency landscape. This editorial highlights this emergency workflow for severe infectious patients.
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Backgrounds

The coronavirus (Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2) pandemic is the biggest public health crisis since this millennium [1-8]. It causes a lot of 
human mortality (approximately 200 million infectious cases) worldwide update. To reduce the infection and mortality rate, Covid-19 
vaccine development and emergency framework needs high-quality protocols and emergency workflow. More important, vaccine develop 
is diversified and risky in large population evaluation, validity and application [9,10]. An association between emergency and Covid-19 
infection, vaccination and emergency workflow needs to be well understood and groundbreaking. This editorial highlights this medical 
topic of emergency workflow for viral vaccination and treatment study [7].

Covid-19 vaccination and safety

To develop high-quality viral vaccine, safety issue is indispensable. The pathology pathways leading to human mortality by Covid-19 
must be well understood. A number of clinical pathogenesis associated with infection and mortality, like co-morbidity should be exploited 
in the clinic [11-19]. Several safety concerns should be strengthened in emergency trials. Harmful facts and evidence for new vaccine 
challenge should be carefully noticed in the clinic. To accomplish this safety issue, patient’s health and treatment selection should be 
considerate for at least two years.

•	 To achieve survival benefits in vaccination should be well compared.

•	 The viral diagnosis should be well informative and real-time.

•	 Molecular or cellular levels of disease deterioration and pathology should be represented in emergency workflow.

Emergency insights

The clinical emergence varies greatly. Apart from pulmonary injure, COVID-19 also affects other human organs-cardiology, gastroin-
testinal, neuropathology, kidney and others [19-22]. High-quality diagnosis needs to be built as early as possible [23]. Our suggestion is

•	 Sign notice and quick decision.
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•	 Treatment prepare for co-morbidity.

•	 Therapeutic combination (oxygen provide and others).

Future Direction

Following steps are necessity for emergency quality:

•	 Establishing emergency workflow for most vaccine and treatment study.

•	 Novel approaches for vaccine development and clinical emergency prepare.

•	 To invent an excellent therapeutic chart or landscape for viral emergency.

Conclusion

Vaccine development needs competitive systems, workflow and global monitor. After systematic study, therapeutic promotions of 
Covid-19 vaccine may help our fight against viral spread, morbidity and mortality in the future.
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